
Larry the Lizard
on the Lookout



Note to Parents:

This coloring book was developed to promote
safety awareness to children of the community
who may find remnants of unexploded
ordnance while out playing or exploring in the
area.  You are encouraged to discuss the history
of the site with your children, and reinforce the
safety message presented here.

If you or your children find any suspicious items,
remember the following:

�  Recognize it
�  Mark the location
�  Retreat
�  Report it
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Larry the Lizard
on the Lookout

Playing outside can be real cool,
But first let�s review

The Safety Rules.

If there�s metal on the ground,
Go tell someone what you found.

If glass or wire is what you see,
Tell someone quick and let it be.

Rocks and sticks and leaves OK,
But something metal you stay away.

Metal can be sharp and rusty too!
Just don�t touch it. It�s

the safe thing to do!
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Liz found
something sharp

and rusty and bad.

�Yikes! That
could hurt.�

�I�m telling Dad.�
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Bill�s on
his way to

tell his Mom

about the
old metal pipe

he found.
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Over hills and
ramps and rocks

Jim pedals

but he�s always
careful to avoid
strange metals.
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If there�s metal
on the ground,
go tell someone
what you found.

Metal can be sharp
 and rusty, too!

Just don�t touch it.
It�s the safe thing

to do!

� Recognize it      � Retreat
� Report it

The Play it Safe Club Pledge
W

hen I see a m
etal object on the ground,

I prom
ise to:

N
am

e:

The 3 �Rs�:
� Recognize it
� Retreat
� Report it

Call 911

� Recognize it      � Retreat
� Report it

The Play it Safe Club Pledge
W

hen I see a m
etal object on the ground,

I prom
ise to:

N
am

e:

3. fold here

1.  cut here

2. cut herePlay it Safe
Bookmark

Playing outside
can be real cool,

but first
let�s follow

the safety rules!

If glass or wire is
what you see,

Tell someone quick
and let it be.

Rocks and sticks and
leaves OK,

But something metal
you stay away!

Play it Safe!

1. Cut along the
dashed line.

2. Cut along the
second dashed
line.

3. Fold along the
solid center line.



Tell them what you saw
Tell either the police officer, teacher, or parents about the old
metal you found.  Never touch something that could be UXO!
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ATTENTION:
Unexploded Ordnance and Dangerous

Explosive Parts May Remain in This Area.

DO NOT TOUCH!

Recognize it
Mark the location

Retreat
Report it

Call 911


